Week 2: Storytelling Techniques to Touch Hearts and
Transform Lives

Keep walking into the fear.
The more you fear something, the more important it is to
your evolution. Don’t back down! Lean into it.
To move through the fear (whichever resonates with
you):
• Reconnect to your why. Why is this important? Why
does it matter to you? What will happen if you don’t
tell your truth?
• Engage with your fearful thoughts. You don’t need
to repress them. Question them. Ask them if they’re
true. Affirm thoughts that feel better. “I so deeply
desire to make my dreams come true, and so I will
fear the fear and do it anyway.”
• Feel the feelings of fear in awareness with the
meditation in the member center.
• Get out of your head and into your body. Return to
love and remember that it’s your sacred divine right
to express yourself.
• Take small, steady steps in the right direction, even
if right now that’s just posting in the Facebook group.

To move others, you must be
moved.
The most important part of connecting
to others is to first be connected to
yourself.
Share how you feel. Connect to a
feeling before you share.
The posts that receive the most
engagement are always the ones where
I wrote from feeling, whether joyful or
sad or struggling. The most sincere,
authentic posts. Straight from my heart.
Expressing your soul will connect to
others’ souls. Get raw. Get real.

Connect everything you write to
your main message.
For example, for a long time I’ve wanted to share the behind-thescenes journey of entrepreneurship. I wasn’t sure how to incorporate
it into my message, which had been only about emotional healing.
Finally, I realized that I talk a lot about the spiritual journey, so I
began talking about the inner work and shifts resulting from
following my dreams. Facing fear, doubt, uncertainty, and learning
how to believe in myself.
As another example, one of my business mentors has a fitness
background, so she always talks about fitness, but connects it back to
her main mission. She talks about how fitness helps you maintain
high energy and contributes to the overall discipline necessary to
realize your dreams.
Ultimately, you can share anything you want, but re-connect it to
your main message so people know what to expect from you.
Of course, share random pieces that make you human and fun and
relatable and just you, but do it strategically so it doesn’t appear
chaotic.

What is the difference between a
mess and a message?
Obviously, sharing online is different than
writing in your journal or just plain ranting,
although that could have a place, too.
An inspirational post:

• Has some sort of takeaway. It shows your

process of making sense of your life and the
world around you.
• Shows the TRUE YOU. The stuff you want
to share, but are scared to. That’s what
connects you to others and results in the,
“ohmygosh me too!”
• Is written for the reader, even if the
message comes from you.
• Allows the reader to see themselves in what
you write. It’s an opportunity for two souls
to become one.

How to get heard in a
noisy world.

Write for readers
Always ask the question — what will people get out of this? In
everything you do, give the reader a benefit. Even if you’re sharing
your heart, the reader derives pleasure from feeling less alone.
None of us do anything unless we’re getting something out of it. It’s
one of the non-negotiable rules of the game.
For example, on the previous page, I wrote the headline, “How to
get heard in a noisy world.” At first that said, “How to write for
readers.” But then I realized that you don’t care about that. What
you do care about is getting your voice heard.
Make everything benefit driven.

Write alluring first sentences.
Especially online, you have about .2 seconds for someone
to decide if they want to continue reading your post.
Capture interest by being interesting. In this information
economy, attention is currency. Don’t squander this
attention. Value it, know you’re worthy of it, and
understand how to direct it.

Tips for an alluring opening:
1. Foreshadow something dramatic. (Foreshadowing is a
hint of what’s to come, without telling the whole story.
The curiosity gap will keep people reading.)
— An obvious example is, “I can’t believe this
happened.” Use this kind of sparingly because if you
do it all the time, it’ll lose its impact.
2. Summarize your main point. A few from my recent
(popular) posts:
— “I’ve been living in fear.”
— “In a world obsessed with searching for
happiness, I am obsessed with being 100%
authentic.”

A good story has:
1. Conflict
2. Resolution
3. A universal theme

A caption takes a reader
from conflict to resolution.
My secret formula for an unforgettable post.
•

Introduce the conflict immediately.

•

Give backstory as needed.

•

Reveal the resolution.

•

Broaden the message out and wrap it up, either tying it back to the
beginning or finding the universal in the message.

Use details selectively.
Before I post, I select a main idea. Maybe it’s
something I’m grappling with about how to let go
or set boundaries. But I pick some main thing I
want to say, and then decide which details to
include to support that.
We’l talk more about blog posts during blog week,
but a social post especially requires an ability to
show transformation in a small space.
It’s awesome to share details, but always ask
yourself — does this detail support the main point?
It’s far better to shoot for brevity in social posts than
to go into a lot of detail. Include some carefully
chosen ones to create a mental image, and then
bring it back to the reader, showing how your story
relates to them.
Essentially, you’re sharing your story, but in a way
that highlights the universal struggles we all face.
It’s about you, but it’s not about you.

“In writing, you must kill your darlings.”

–William Faulkner

Example No. 1
I've been comparing myself to other people a lot lately. Some days it
seems like I'm going backwards, not forwards. —Summary of
overall post. Creates interest for reader to find out why.
People seem less interested in what I have to say. Instagram
engagement is falling, falling, not just for me but for everyone, and
it's frankly not as fun or rewarding as it used to be. —Total
authenticity. Revealing share.
There are a few people I look up to and it sorta inspires me but also
sorta makes me feel bad about myself because they make it seem so
easy and everyone has perfect branded Instagram and sometimes I
want to be perfect and branded and other times I just want raw and
chaotic and maybe I can have both?
Some days it seems like my dreams are impossible. That I'm
screaming into a void and nobody can hear me. It didn't used to be
this way. Other people seem to have had way more success in way
less time and I'm just over here trying to figure everything out.
How to be heard in a noisy world. Aren't we all?—Something we
can all relate to.
I'm not looking for sympathy or words of advice. I'm not. I guess
what I want to say is... if you're working for something you believe
in and compare yourself to other people - I know I'm not the only
one - it's okay. — Teaching people how to treat me. I hate

when people give me advice on my posts. This is also
establishing me as a leader.
Maybe you'll keep going and maybe you'll quit. At the end the only
thing that matters is to be happy. For a long time, too long now, I've
valued progress over happiness.
I need to let go. I think I know where. Not quit, but to stop trying so
hard. To stop looking for signs of forward movement. To stop caring
about the world's recognition or feedback or likes and just pour my
heart out and then let it go. — Takeaway or lesson from the
pain.
What else can I do? I know I've been given gifts and I don't want to
squander them. At the same time, a part of me thought the world
would be so eager to receive them. And it's a lot harder than I
thought.
But it's okay. I don't know how I'm going to get where I'm going.
Something has been lost along the way. Something else gained. To
merge the two. I feel a bit uncertain. Maybe, maybe this is a good
thing. Maybe this is a new beginning. Maybe it'll all make sense in
the end. Maybe it was never supposed to. — I like to wrap up my
post with something that takes my specific message and turns
it into something eternal. Wider than the message itself and
more applicable to life. I feel this creates an energetic echo.

Perhaps more important than
what I added, is what I left out.
I DIDN’T:
• Rant on about specific people who inspire me
and why I compare myself to them. That
would have quickly got long and boring
because it would have lost the universal
quality and become too specific.

• Get super angsty about declining Instagram

engagement, which I’ve actually been pretty
bothered about. Rants can be great, but rant
about something meaningful that other
people will relate to.

• Give the feeling that I was looking for

sympathy. At least I tried not to. The overall
message was empowering and full of
acceptance, which goes along with my overall
brand tone, voice and vision.

Remember! These are my secrets and my process.
You’ll find your own!
Just speak from the heart. That’s THE MOST
important thing.

Example No. 2
High highs and low lows. — Introduces
main concept and is also a bit of
foreshadowing.

My higher self gently guides my awareness
back to my breath, the only constant. The
only thing that's real.

I love days like today where everything
seems to be going well. The adrenaline
courses through my body, and I feel high on
life.

Because I know. I've been here before. And
what goes up must come down.

It's so easy to get swept away, to feel
invincible. Like yes! Things are finally
happening!
But that's not how life is. Life is up and
down. And I've learned over the past little
while to simmer down. So I sit and meditate.
My little mind criticizes me. You're such a
buzzkill, it says. — Authentic share.

So these days I take stillness into happiness
and sadness, carrying a drop of each into the
other. — Resolution.
Peace is the middle way between the peaks of
happiness and the valleys of sadness. Stay
on this road, one breath at a time, not
getting too swept away by anything.
In this place, all we see is love. — Taking it
out to a universal truth.

What I left out:
Pretty much all detail. I probably could have
included a few more here, but what’s truly
important, more than details that illustrate the
specifics of your story, is to capture the overall
feeling.
That will vary depending on your story, of course,
but just stay conscious of making sure all the
details you use support your main idea, and
support the reader’s journey from conflict to
resolution to universal understanding.

That said — make it come
alive!
Some people have the opposite problem. If your
posts are super concise, I challenge you to take one
of those sentences and expand on it a little bit more.

Questions to ask yourself:

• How does this situation make you feel?
• What’s one example situation where this

feeling was true that you could flesh out with
a few meaningful details?
• Go deeper and share something that makes
you feel a little nervous to share.

Navigating the vulnerability
hangover.
It happens to us all!
My mantra, “When you’re feeling a
little embarrassed and over-exposed,
you’re on the right track!”
Sit with the feeling and come back to
your why. Remember why this
matters.
What will you miss out on if you
don’t continue? What will happen to
the person who needs you if you don’t
continue?

How do you know if you’re
posting the right things?
For me, it all comes back to energy.
I have a certain energy I want people to
feel when they read my work. Inspired.
Peaceful. Supported. Raw, but in a good
way. And if I post something that feels
wrong, I’ll take it down.
It’s okay to feel nervous that you’ve
shared too much. The best posts make
you a little afraid. The best posts have
you saying, “should I really post that?”
THAT is what makes you unforgettable
online.

How to define and speak
to your ideal audience.

Who is your ideal audience?
Once your inner foundation is strong, it’s
time to look outward.
Who do you want to help/inspire/serve?
(See workbook for examples.)

• How old is s/he?
• What does s/he do for a living?
• What does s/he struggle with?
• How does s/he want the most?
• How will you change her/his life?
• What will happen if s/he doesn’t find
you?
• Who do you want to work with? (The
most important thing.)

Use the right language.
As you brand your presence, consider how you want your
readers to feel. Inspired? Empowered? Enlightened?
Peaceful or happy?
This will influence the words you use, the energy you tap
into while writing, and the stories you share.
Also think about your broader appeal. For example, I curse
frequently in real life, but hardly ever curse online because
I want to appeal to a wider audience.
Some people feel the opposite, and view a love of cursing
as a filter to attract their ideal reader / client. Whatever is
right for you.
Keep in mind that your brand is an extension of you, your
true self. Building your brand around who you are involves
consciously highlighting certain characteristics and
weaving them throughout the stories you tell. It also
influences things like image choice.

The secret sauce to attracting the
right community.
Think about who you want to attract, and
tailor your message, the words you use, and
the tone you highlight so your message works
on a deep subconscious level to create your
ideal tribe.
For example, for a while I was feeling like my
messaging was too gentle. I was attracting
people to my community who weren’t ready to
do the work.
So I tapped into my inner fire and ferocity and
began to make my messaging a little more
fierce.
This is a more advanced step. If you're focused
on getting your message out there right now,
stay with that until you’re ready to move on.

Case study: Making my message
more fierce.
To shift my messaging, I:
1. Began talking about the importance of doing the work
and facing the things that scare you.
2. Worked through limiting beliefs that had me scared
people wouldn’t like me if I was too hard-core. (You’ll
learn how to do this in Week 5.)
3. Talked about how I’d been too gentle, and it was time
to get a little more powerful. (I literally said I was going
to stop coddling people. Haha. Sometimes you
embarrass yourself along the way.)
4. Amped up my energy to become more powerful and
firm in who I am. I did this through affirmations,
repeating that I am a strong, powerful badass (a little
selective cursing!) and taking better care of myself so I
had more energy overall.

Your vibe literally attracts your
tribe through:
The words you use.
The energy you bring.
The things you talk about.
How you talk about them.

(Check out the workbook for tips to flesh this out more.)

Did I get pushback? YES.
A few people said I was being too harsh, but that
meant I was doing the exact right thing.
My entire intention was to filter out people I
wasn’t interested in working with.
Why does this matter? You want to attract people
who really want to work with you/support your
message.

If you’re ready for the next
level…

ADVANCED STEP:

At the end of each (or most)
posts, put a call to action.
This increases engagement, which is good for social media algorithms to get your
work seen. It’s also important for creating community and positioning you as a
leader.

A few options.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Ask a question.
Invite people to tag someone. (This grows your community.)
Direct people to your blog, if you have one.
Invite them to work with you, or promote your offer, if
applicable.

How to ask questions that
actually get engagement.
There are two types of questions —
1.The type that asks the reader to agree with the writer’s world
view and expand on it. “I did this super inspirational thing
today and I’m really awesome for doing it. What will you do
to be super inspirational and awesome like me today?”
2.The type that invites the reader to showcase their own world
view, self-awareness, and process.
Invite the reader to share a piece of his/her world instead of
asking them to ascribe to yours. That will elicit much more
engagement.

Example of each type:
1. I’m so grateful today. What will you do today to be grateful?
(This feels demanding to me.)
2. What does gratitude mean to you? Or, What’s your favorite
gratitude practice? (This energetically feels more open to me.)
(Disclaimer: This is totally my personal opinion, and based on
how different things make me feel, along with my observations
from posting online. You have different energy and a different
audience, and I encourage you to experiment and see what
works for you!)

How to position yourself
as an expert.

Teaching versus sharing.
For those of you wanting to coach or write books or
become a leader, there will a temptation to get up on an
altar and preach.
That may be the right path for some people, but because
you’re here, I’m guessing you resonate with this path of
sharing your heart and, if others happen to learn from
that, then they learn from your energy.
As you journey down this path and develop more
concrete ideas and philosophies of your own, which will
happen as you continue to express yourself, your energy
will elevate to that of a teacher/leader, and the answer to
the question — what should I write about today — will shift
to include more moments of sharing your message.
You’ll notice something that you disagree with and write
about that, but don’t force this, and don’t let this
disconnect you from sharing your authentic truth.

I made this mistake…
I tried to transition into a teacher and put this label over
me, and it was the worst thing ever.
I became so disconnected from myself, my message, and
felt an immense pressure to perform, to give the people
what they wanted. I’m still finding my way back, but
please learn from my mistake.
Just be you. That’s what the world needs. Your message is
you. Sharing your journey through life. Snapshots of what
you’re thinking and feeling and how you’re working
through things. Share how you see the world.
If you do want to build a business, you’ll be especially
tempted to teach, thinking that will help you establish
authority.
Authority is energy, not words. Build your confidence, and
you’ll build authority.
Keep sharing your heart, that’s what the world needs.

How to preach / teach with soul.
Write as if you’re speaking to yourself,
because that’s all any of us are ever doing.
Saying what we actually need to hear.
If you write as if you’re speaking to
yourself or a friend instead of putting on
this perfect persona and telling others what
to do, your words will feel more more
heart-full and connected.
We’re all one, and to teach is to learn. We’re
always teaching what we need to learn.
There is no arrival, and that too is a
dangerous supposition.

Action steps.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Keep connecting to your heart through journaling and/or
meditation daily.
Stay on your path and don’t compare yourself to others.
Post your truth on social media, your blog if you have one, or in
the Facebook group.
Keep taking small steps forward.
Investigate the Week 2 workbook.

Mantra of the week: I’m
grateful for my gifts and
value my contributions.
If you are truly grateful for your gifts, you have an obligation to share
them with the world! You have been given this desire and message for
a reason. Keep going!

